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Reporter’s Notebook: Indoor air in India can 
be just as bad as the country’s toxic smog. Was 
I wrong to be surprised? - The Fuller Project

‘The slow killer’: Air pollution’s impact on 
women’s health is slipping under the radar, 
public health experts warn - Scroll and Health 
Policy Watch

Money in the forecast: Women reap 
unexpected gains from India’s investment in 
early weather warning systems - The Wire

The Struggle to Keep Track of India’s Dead – 
UNDARK

In Goa, the Water Runs Black – Hakai

Interactive: Unravelling air pollution in Asia – 
The Third Pole

Environment Undone – IndiaSpend

India’s climate change hotspots – IndiaSpend
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THE FULLER PROJECT is the award-winning global nonprofit newsroom dedicated to objective, groundbreaking 
reporting on women, to raise awareness, expose injustice and spur accountability. We are journalists guided by 
our own reporting experiences. Our correspondents in the U.S. and around the globe rigorously report on untold 
stories and the interconnected issues affecting women and their communities everywhere.
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